We study a scheme M closely related to the set of pairs of n × n-matrices with rank 1 commutator. We show that M is a reduced complete intersection with n + 1 irreducible components, which we describe.
Introduction

1.1
Let V := C n and let g := End(V ) = gl n (C) be the Lie algebra of n × n-matrices. We will write elements of V as column vectors, and elements of V * as row vectors. We consider the following affine closed subscheme in the vector space g × g × V × V * :
M := {(X, Y, i, j) ∈ g × g × V × V stands for the ideal generated by the n 2 entries of the matrix [X, Y ] . The scheme Z is known to be irreducible (cf. [Ri] ).
Further, write G := GL(V ). The group G acts diagonally on g × g via g · (X, Y ) = (gXg −1 , gY g −1 ). The induced G-action on C[X, Y ] by algebra automorphisms clearly preserves the ideal I.
It is a well known and long standing open question whether or not the scheme Z is reduced, i.e., whether or not √ I = I. We cannot resolve this question. However, during discussions with Pavel Etingof we have realized that Theorem 1.1.2 combined with some elementary results from [EG] implies the following Theorem 1.2.1. One has:
Remark 1.2.2. Write Z red for the scheme Z taken with reduced scheme structure. It follows from Theorem 1.1.2(ii)-(iii) that the map (X, Y, i, j) → (X, Y, i) gives an isomorphism of algebraic varieties M 0 ≃ Z red × V.
1.3 Theorem 1.1.2 has a Γ-equivariant generalization, where Γ ⊂ SL 2 (C) is a finite subgroup. Given such a subgroup Γ, write L = C 2 for the tautological 2-dimensional Γ-representation and let x, y be the standard basis in L = C 2 . Further, fix an integer n ≥ 1 and let R = R ⊕n be the direct sum of n copies of the left regular Γ-representation. Using the basis {x, y}, any linear map F : R ⊗ C L → R may be identified with a pair of linear maps X := F (− ⊗ x), Y := F (− ⊗ y) : R → R. Also, given a vector i ∈ R and a covector j ∈ R * := Hom C (R, C), we have i ⊗ j ∈ R ⊗ R * = End C R. As a generalization of (1.1.1), one introduces the following affine scheme, see [Na1] and also [EG, formula (1.11) ]:
The following theorem reduces, in the special case Γ = {1}, to parts (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1.1.2.
1.4
Here are more details about the contents of the paper. In §2, we prove Theorems 1.1.2, 1.1.4, and Theorem 1.2.1. In §3, we prove Theorem 1.3.1. In §4 we study a certain Lagrangian variety, Λ, closely related to the variety M nil .
In §5, for each c ∈ C, we introduce a category C c of holonomic D-modules on g × P(V ) whose characteristic variety is contained in Λ. The parameter c ∈ C enters the game through considering modules over c-twisted differential operators on the (n − 1)-dimensional projective space P(V ). Associated with Λ, there is a natural stratification of the space g × P(V ), and D-modules from category C c are smooth along the strata of that stratification. Simple objects of category C c are analogous to Lusztig's character sheaves, see [Lu2] .
In Section 6, we remind the definition of rational Cherednik algebra of type A n−1 , see [EG] . The rational Cherednik algebra H c depends on a parameter c ∈ C. One of the main results of the paper is Theorem 6.2.3, which is a strengthening (and a refinement) of a similar result of [EG] ; see §6 below for comparison with [EG] where the corresponding result was proved for all values of the parameter c except possibly an (unknown) finite set.
Our Theorem 6.2.3 provides a construction of the spherical subalgebra eH c e ⊂ H c in terms of Quantum Hamiltonian reduction, cf. [BFG, Sect. 3.4] , of the algebra of twisted differential operators on g × P(V ). We conclude Section 6 by introducing Hamiltonian reduction functor H : C c −→ O(eH c e), from category C c to the category O for the spherical subalgebra eH c e, as defined e.g., in [BEG] .
In a subsequent paper [Gi3] , a refined version of the functor H will be used to provide an equivalence between category O(eH c e) and category C c . Thus, representation theory of rational Cherednik algebras turns out to be 'governed' by the theory of D-modules. The standard Riemann-Hilbert correspondence between D-modules and perverse sheaves will be then used, as in [BB1] , to obtain Kazhdan-Lusztig type multiplicity formulas for rational Cherednik algebras of type A. These formulas will give an expression for the characters of simple objects of category O(eH c e) in terms of intersection homology (twisted monodromic) sheaves associated to the strata of the above mentioned stratification.
This G-action on T * G is hamiltonian and the corresponding moment map is
(2.1.1) Thus, the scheme M considered in the previous section may (and will) be identified with µ −1 (0) ⊂ T * G, the scheme-theoretic zero fiber of the moment map (2.1.1). Given a conjugacy class O in g, we put M (O) := {(X, Y, i, j) ∈ M | Y ∈ O}, viewed as a (not necessarily closed) reduced scheme. 
Proof.
In general, assume first that G is an arbitrary smooth G-variety. Write S for the set of all G-orbits in G and, given a G-orbit S ∈ S , let T * S G ⊂ T * G denote the conormal bundle to S. Then, the natural G-action on T * G is Hamiltonian with moment map µ : T * G → g * , and it is well known that
Now, return to our case G = g × V and write pr : g × V * → g for the first projection. We see from (2.1.3) that proving the Proposition amounts to showing that, for any conjugacy class O in g, the set pr −1 (O) is a finite union of G-orbits. It is clear that this last statement is equivalent to Lemma 2.1.4 below.
Given X ∈ g, let G X := {g ∈ GL(V ) gX = Xg} be the centralizer of X in G = GL(V ).
Lemma 2.1.4. For any X ∈ g, the group G X acts on V with finitely many orbits.
Proof. We may assume that X is in Jordan normal form. Suppose first that there is only one Jordan block, and the corresponding eigenvalue of X is λ. In this case, the non-zero orbits of G X are the sets {v ∈ V (X − λ) k v = 0 & (X − λ) k+1 v = 0} where k = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1.
Let now X have several Jordan blocks. We write a direct sum decomposition V = ⊕ s V s according to the block decomposition of X, and let G X := G X s GL(V s ) be the part of the group G X that respects the direct sum decomposition. We deduce from the above that the group G X , hence the larger group G X , has finitely many orbits in V = s V s .
2.2
Our proof of Theorem 1.1.2 follows the strategy of [Wi, §1] Denote by C[X, Y ]i the subspace of C n consisting of vectors of the form Ai, where A is any matrix which can be written as a noncommutative polynomial in X and Y . The following lemma was due to Nakajima [Na, Lemma 2 .9]; we give an alternative shorter proof.
Proof. Since the rank of the matrix [X, Y ] is at most 1, we can simultaneously conjugate X, Y into upper triangular matrices, cf. [Gu] and also [EG, Lemma 12.7] . Hence, we assume without loss of generality that X, Y are upper triangular matrices. In this case, for any
since A is upper triangular and [X, Y ] is strictly upper triangular.
2.3
Denote by C (n) the set of unordered n-tuples of complex numbers. Let
be the map that sends (X, Y, i, j) to the unordered n-tuple Spec Y of eigenvalues of Y , counted with multiplicities.
Lemma 2.3.2. All fibers of π have dimension n 2 + n.
Proof. Fix an unordered n-tuple y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) ∈ C (n) . The set of all the matrices Y ∈ g such that Spec Y = y is clearly a finite union of conjugacy classes. We see from Proposition 2.1.2 that π −1 (y) is equal, as a set, to a disjoint union of finitely many locally closed Lagrangian subvarieties. Therefore, we get
Generic locus of
Then the G-orbit of (X, Y, i, j) contains a representative such that:
(iii) X = (X rs ) 1≤r,s≤n has the entries
Conversely, the data (X, Y, i, j) defined by (i) ,(ii) and (iii) for any choices of x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n ,
Proof. (cf. [Wi, Proposition 1.10] .) We may assume that Y = diag(y 1 , . . . , y n ). We may assume furthermore that j = (1, . . . , 1 k ′ , 0, . . . , 0) for some k ′ . By the Vandermonde determinant, we see that jC[Y ] is the k ′ dimensional subspace of C n whose last n − k ′ coordinates are 0. Hence, k ′ ≤ k, and by Lemma 2.2.1 we may assume that i = (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 1
Thus, we have proved that the G-orbit has a representative satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii), and we have also proved the last statement of the lemma.
2.5
For each k = 0, . . . , n, we introduce the following subset of M :
Proof. Consider any (X, Y, i, j) of the form given in Lemma 2.4.1. Suppose first that (X,
In this case, it is easy to see that the isotropy in G and g of the triple (Y, i, j), hence of the quadruple (X, Y, i, j), are trivial. Moreover, the choice of a representative of the form in Lemma 2.4.1, in the same orbit of (X, Y, i, j), is unique up to the action of S k × S n−k , where S k permutes the first k coordinates of C n and S n−k permutes the last n − k coordinates of C n . Denote by ∆ the big diagonal in C n . By Lemma 2.4.1, we have
where the action of S k , resp. S n−k , on C n × (C n \∆) is by permutation of the pairs (x 1 , y 1 ), . . ., (x k , y k ), resp. (x k+1 , y k+1 ), . . ., (x n , y n ). This proves (i) .
Suppose now that (X,
In this case, the subgroup of G consisting of matrices of the form
acts trivially on (X, Y, i, j). This is a subgroup of strictly positive dimension. Hence, Lemma 2.4.1 implies (ii) .
2.6 Proof of Theorem 1.1.2. Observe that M is defined by n 2 equations in the 2n 2 + 2n dimensional vector space T * G. Thus, the irreducible components of M must have dimension of at least n 2 + 2n.
Let ∆ be the big diagonal in C (n) . By Lemma 2.2.1, we have a set-theoretic equality
We claim that the decompositions above imply that M 0 , . . ., M n are precisely all the irreducible components of M . To this end, observe that, by Lemma 2.5.1, M ′ k is connected and has dimension n 2 + 2n, and M ′′ k has dimension strictly less than n 2 + 2n. Further, since dim ∆ < n, Corollary 2.3.2 yields dim π −1 (∆) < n + (n 2 + n) = n 2 + 2n. Since all the irreducible components of M must have dimension at least n 2 + 2n, we conclude that part (ii) as well as part (i) of the Theorem follow from (2.6.1).
Moreover, since the g-action on M ′ k is free, the moment map µ is a submersion at generic points of M , and so M is generically reduced. Since M is a complete intersection, it is CohenMacaulay, and hence reduced (cf. [CG, Theorem 2.2.11] or [Ei, Exercise 18.9] ). Part (iii) follows.
Proof. We know that M is an equi-dimensional complete intersection of dimension n 2 + 2n. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3.2, each fiber of the map π : M → C (n) has dimension at most n 2 + n. It follows that the map π is flat, cf. [Gr, Proposition 6.1.5].
2.7 The scheme M nil . First of all, we are going to define a scheme structure on the set M nil , see (1.1.3). To this end, write N ⊂ g for the nil-cone formed by nilpotent matrices. More precisely, N is a closed subscheme of g defined as the scheme-theoretic zero fiber of the map
. It is known that this scheme is an irreducible reduced scheme of dimension n 2 − n; moreover, it is a complete intersection in g. We consider the projection pr Y : M → g, (X, Y, i, j) → Y . It is clear that set-theoretically we have M nil = (pr Y ) −1 (N ). We define a scheme structure on M nil to be the natural one on the scheme-theoretic inverse image of the scheme N under the morphism pr Y . Now, the morphism π : M → C (n) , (X, Y, i, j) → Spec Y may be factored as a composition of the morphism pr Y followed by the map Y → Spec Y. Thus, we see that M nil is isomorphisc, as a scheme, to π −1 (0), the scheme-theoretic zero fiber of the morphism π.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.4. We have a set-theoretic equality
Therefore, since C (n) is smooth and M is a complete intersection, it follows that the scheme π −1 (0) is also a complete intersection. Hence, we see from (2.7.1) that any irreducible component of M nil must be the closure of an irreducible component of the set M (O) for an appropriate nilpotent conjugacy class O. In particular, every component of M nil is a Lagrangian subscheme and M nil itself is a complete intersection in T * (g × V ). Thus, there are natural algebra morphisms
Around commuting variety.
By [EG, Theorem 12 .1], we know that I G = I G 1 . Hence, taking G-invariants, we obtain the following diagram
Proof. To prove surjectivity, we note by Weyl's fundamental theorem of invariant theory that
G is generated as an algebra by polynomials of the form Tr(P (X, Y, ij)), where P is any noncommutative polynomial. But this is equal to p
G . For injectivity, since we know that
Proof of Theorem 1.2.1. By Theorem 1.1.2, M is reduced, that is, J = √ J, and so
2.9
We are going to state a corollary of Theorem 1.2.1 that will be used later in applications to Cherednik algebras.
To this end, write h := C n for the tautological permutation representation of the Symmetric group S n , and let S n act diagonally on h × h. The quotient (h × h)/S n has a natural structure of algebraic variety, with coordinate ring
Sn . We may identify h with the Cartan subalgebra in g formed by diagonal matrices, so we have a tautological imbedding h × h ֒→ g × g. We define the following map
9.1) where i o stands for the vector i o := (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ V . Note that S n , viewed as the subgroup of permutation matrices in G, fixes i o . Thus, the image of  is an S n -stable subset in g × g × V × V * . Let M red denote the scheme M with reduced scheme structure (of course, we already know by Theorem 1.1.2(iii) that M is reduced, but we prefer not to use the Theorem at this point). It is clear that the above defined map  gives an S n -equivariant closed imbedding  : h × h ֒→ M red .
We also introduce a map f : M red −→ (h × h)/S n as follows. Given an upper triangular matrix X, let X diag ∈ h denote the diagonal part of X. Recall further that, for any quadruple (X, Y, i, j) ∈ M red , the matrices X, Y can be simultaneously put into upper triangular form, by [EG, Lemma 12.7] . We assign to such a quadruple (X, Y, i, j) ∈ M red , where X, Y are upper triangular matrices, the pair (X diag , Y diag ) ∈ h × h, taken up to S n -diagonal action on h × h. It is easy to verify that this way one gets a well-defined map f : M red −→ (h × h)/S n . The map f is clearly constant on G-diagonal orbits in M red , and we have Lemma 2.9.2. Restriction of functions via , resp. pull-back of functions via f , induce mutually inverse graded algebra isomorphisms  * and f * below:
Proof. First of all, it is straightforward to verify that
Further, it is a well known and easy consequence of Weyl's fundamental theorem on GL n -invariants that restriction of polynomial functions from g × g to h × h induces an algebra isomorphism q :
(Here and below we use the notation of (2.8.1)). We leave to the reader to check that the map f * admits an alternate description as the following composite:
In this formula, we combine isomorphisms (2.8.1) with the isomorphism q introduced above. We conclude that the map f * , hence the map  * , are mutually inverse bijections.
3 Affine Dynkin quiver with an extra vertex
3.1
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 1.3.1. Using the McKay correspondence, one may reformulate the theorem in the language of quivers, see eg. [EG, §11] . This will allow us to use the results from [CB] .
Throughout this section, we let Q be a quiver with vertex set I. The double Q of Q is the quiver obtained from Q by adding a reverse edge a * : j → i for each edge a : i → j in Q. If a : i → j is an edge in Q, we call t(a) := i its tail, and h(a) := j its head. The opposite quiver Q op is the quiver with the same underlying graph as Q but with all the edges oriented in the opposite direction to the ones in Q.
On C I , we have the standard inner product α · β := i∈I α i β i , and we write |α| 2 := i∈I α 2 i . We will also use the Ringel form of Q, a (not necessarily symmetric) bilinear form on Z I defined by α, β :=
Let (α, β) := α, β + β, α be its symmetrization. The corresponding quadratic form q(α) := α, α = 1 2 (α, α) is the Tits form; we set
Let ε i ∈ Z I denote the coordinate vector corresponding to the vertex i ∈ I. The representations of Q of dimension vector α ∈ N I are the elements of the vector space
The group G(α) acts on Rep(Q, α) by conjugation and the orbits are the isomorphism classes of representations of Q of dimension vector α. Let
We identify Rep(Q, α) with the cotangent bundle T * Rep(Q op , α), and End(α) 0 with the dual of the Lie algebra of G(α). Then, we have a moment map
Let λ ∈ C I . The fiber µ −1 α (λ) is a (not necessarily reduced) scheme. In particular, the zero fiber, µ −1 α (0), is the union of the conormal bundles to G(α)-orbits in Rep(Q op , α).
3.2
Fix λ ∈ C I , and let R + λ be the set of positive roots α with α · λ = 0. Let Σ ′ λ , resp., Σ λ , be the set of α ∈ R + λ with the property that
. . , r, and r ≥ 2.
λ such that the inequality in (3.2.1) is an equality, i.e., such that we have
(ii) The irreducible components of µ
Crawley-Boevey proved in [CB, Theorem 1.2] that, for any α ∈ Σ λ , the scheme µ [CB, Theorem 4.4] .
Proof of theorem 3.2.2. Part (i) of the Theorem is immediate from
To prove (ii) we need to introduce some notation. Given an algebraic group G acting on an algebraic variety Z, let dim G Z denote the maximal number of parameters for G-orbits in Z, see [CB, §3] .
For any integer d ≥ 1 and dimension vector β, let I d (β) be the set of indecomposable rep-
It is known, see [KR, , that each set I d (β) has the structure of a locally closed reduced subscheme in Rep(Q op , β). Thus,
Given an r-tuple of dimension vectors β (1) , . . . , β (r) ∈ Z I , we consider the action of the group
, by Kac's theorem, [Ka] . Furthermore, it was pointed out to us by Crawley-Boevey that, according to the last remark in [KR, p.144] , one has Claim 3.2.4. For any r-tuple β
(1) , . . . , β (r) of positive roots, there exists exactly one r-tuple (d 1 , . . . , d r ) and exactly one irreducible component,
, and a similar imbedding
for the set of representations whose indecomposable summands have dimensions β (t) , t = 1, . . . , r. Equivalently, we have
. Fix one such piece corresponding to a decomposition
It follows from [CB, Lemma 3.4] and [CB, Lemma 4.3] 
with equality if and only if the decom-
. Therefore, by part (i) of the theorem, we see that any irreducible component of µ −1 α (λ) has to be the closure of an irreducible component of the set
; moreover, this irreducible component must have dimension equal to |α| 2 − 1 + 2p(α). To complete the proof of part (ii) of the Theorem, it remains to show that, for each r-tuple
. . , β (r) ) contains only one irreducible component of required dimension. To this end, recall the set Z(β (1) , . . . , β (r) ) introduced earlier. This is an [CB, Lemma 3.4] and [CB, Lemma 4 .1] we find that dim π
. . , β (r) ) have the same dimension, we deduce that all fibers of the projection π
. . , β (r) ) are affinelinear spaces of the same dimension, hence, the set π
). Then, from (3.2.5) and [CB, Lemma 4 .1], we obtain
Thus, using [CB, Lemma 3 .4] we deduce that
and the theorem follows.
Remark 3.2.6. We do not know if
3.3
From now on, for the rest of this section, we let Q be an affine Dynkin quvier, let o be an extending vertex of Q, and let S be the quiver obtained from Q by adjoining one vertex s and one arrow s → o.
Fix a positive integer n. Let I be the vertex set of S, let δ ∈ N I be the minimal positive imaginary root of Q, and let α := nδ + ε s . We have q(δ) = 0 and q(α) = 1 − n, so p(δ) = 1 and p(α) = n.
We will use some of the notation introduced in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2. In particular, for any decomposition α = β
(1) + · · · + β (r) , where β (t) ∈ N I \ {0}, let I(β (1) , . . . , β (r) ) be the subset of Rep(S op , α) consisting of the representations of S op whose indecomposable summands have dimension β (t) , t = 1, . . . , r. Fix λ ∈ C I such that λ s = 0 and λ · δ = 0. We have the moment map
Denote by π : µ
with equality if and only if all but one of the β (t) are equal to δ.
Proof. The lemma follows from [CB, Lemma 9 .2], [CB, Lemma 4.3] , and [CB, Lemma 3.4] .
where each Y t is indecomposable with dimension vector δ, and dim End(Y ) = n (this implies in particular that End(Y t ) = C, for all t = 1, . . . , n). It is well known that the canonical decomposition of nδ is δ + · · · + δ, and moreover, the subset {Y
, for any n ′ ; see [Ka] and [Sc] . Hence, U is a dense open subset of Rep(Q op , nδ). Now, we have the following composition of maps:
Proof. This is immediate from [CB, Lemma 9.3] and [CB, Lemma 3.4] .
A representation of a quiver is called a brick if its endomorphism algebra is of dimension one.
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.3.3 below, which is a more precise version of Theorem 1.3.1. Note that, for the quiver S and α, λ defined above, in the notation of (3.2.1) we have α ∈ Σ ′ λ , by [CB, Lemma 9 .2]. Thus, part (i) in the theorem below is a special case of Theorem 3.2.2(i) while part (ii) in the theorem below provides an explicit description of the 1-1 correspondence from Theorem 3.2.2(ii).
Our proof of Theorem 3.3.3 will be independent of the proof of Theorem 3.2.2. We remark also that, most important in the theorem below, is its part (iii), which is a special case of Conjecture 3.2.3.
First, recall the following standard result, cf. [CB, Lemma 3.1] .
where the map c sends (
, and the map r was defined in [CB, §3] .
Next, we prove the following lemma.
, and consider it as a subset of Rep(Q op , nδ) using block-diagonal matrices. Let I ′ k be the subset of Rep(S op , α) consisting of the elements (Y, j) such that Y ∈ R ∩ U and j = (1, . . . , 1
Observe that dim End(y) = n − k + 1, hence by Lemma 3.3.4, the fiber π −1 (y) is an affine space of dimension 2n − k. Since I ′ k is an irreducible, it follows that the scheme π −1 (I ′ k ) is irreducible and has dimension n|δ|
We begin the proof of the inequality of part (ii) of the lemma. Let p : π −1 (y) −→ V be the projection map p(X, Y, i, j) = i.
Claim:
The vector i is in the image of p if and only if it is of the form i = (0, . . . , 0, i k+1 , . . . , i n ). If i is in the image of p, then p −1 (i) is an affine space of dimension n.
Proof of Claim:
Let N = t δ t . We shall consider X and Y as endomorphisms of a vector space of dimension nN . Recall that we write Y as a block-diagonal matrix Y 1 ⊕· · ·⊕Y n . Similarly, we write X ∈ Rep(Q, nδ) as a n × n block matrix, where each block is a N × N matrix. Now consider Lemma 3.3.4 for the quiver Q and dimension vector nδ. Since Y ∈ U , we have dim End(Y ) = n, so the cokernel of the map c in Lemma 3.3.4 has dimension n. For any X ∈ Rep(Q, nδ), the element c(X) = [X, Y ] is a n× n block matrix such that each of the n blocks on the diagonal have trace 0. Hence, the image of c is the subspace of all n × n block matrix such that each of the n blocks on the diagonal have trace 0. Since λ · δ = 0 and j = (1, . . . , 1 k , 0, . . . , 0), the element λ − ij is in the image of c if and only if i is of the form i = (0, . . . , 0, i k+1 , . . . , i n ), and in this case, by Lemma 3.3.4, p −1 (i) is an affine space of dimension n. This completes the proof of the Claim.
We can now prove that dim M
By the above Claim, we have i = (0, . . . , 0, i k+1 , . . . , i n ). If i k+1 , . . . , i n are all nonzero, then it is clear that (X, Y, i, j) is a brick. Define Z k to be the closed subset of π −1 (I ′ k ) defined by the equation i k+1 i k+2 · · · i n = 0 (that is, one of the last n − k entries of i is equal to 0). Then M ′′ k is contained in the G(α)-saturation of Z k . By the above Claim, Z k is properly contained in π −1 (I ′ k ), so we have dim Z k < n|δ| 2 + 2n − k. Let GL(nδ) := t GL(nδ t ), and let H k ⊂ GL(δ) n be the subgroup of GL(nδ) consisting of diagonal block matrices whose component at the extending vertex o is of the form diag(1, . . . , 1, g k+1 , . . . , g n ). We have dim
Therefore, by Lemma 3.3.1 and Lemma 3. 
A Lagrangian variety
4.1
Let P := P(V ) be the projective space (of dimension n − 1). We identify the total space of the cotangent bundle to P with
where the multiplicative group C × acts naturally on V × V * by t(i, j) = (t · i, t −1 · j). The group G = GL(V ) acts naturally on P and the induced G-action on T * P is Hamiltonian with moment map (i, j) −→ ij ∈ g = g * . Next, we set X := g × P and view it as a G-variety with respect to G-diagonal action. We remark that this action clearly factors through the quotient P GL(V ) = GL(V )/C × , in particular, any G-orbit in X may also be regarded as either SL(V )-or P GL(V )-orbit. Further, we have
where C × acts on (i, j) as above and does not act on X, Y . Again, the induced G-action on T * X is Hamiltonian with moment map given, essentially, by formula (2.1.1).
4.2 A stratification of X. Given a partition of n, say, n = (n 1 , . . . , n r ) where n 1 + . . . + n r = n, let GL n = GL n1 × . . . × GL nr be the standard Levi subgroup in GL n formed by blockdiagonal matrices with blocks of sizes n 1 , . . . , n r . Let g n = Lie(GL n ) = gl n1 × . . . × gl nr be the corresponding Levi subalgebra in g = gl n .
We have a direct sum decomposition g n = z n ⊕ [g n , g n ], where z n , the center of the Lie algebra g n , may be identified naturally with C r , with r being the number of parts of the partition n. Let z • n ⊂ z n = C r denote the Zariski-open dense subset formed by the elements of C r with pairwise distinct coordinates.
For an arbitrary reductive Lie algebra g, Lusztig introduced a certain stratification of g with Ad G-stable smooth locally-closed strata, see [Lu1] . The strata of Lusztig's stratification are labelled, for g = gl n (C), by the set formed by pairs (n, O), where n is an unordered partition of n and O ⊂ g n is a nilpotent Ad GL n -conjugacy class.
Motivated by Lusztig, we are going to introduce a similar stratification of the variety X. The strata of our stratification will be labelled by the set Σ formed by all triples (n, O, ℓ), where n is an unordered partition of n, O is a nilpotent Ad GL n -conjugacy class in g n , and ℓ ∈ P, is a 1-dimensional subspace in V . Given such a triple (n, O, ℓ) ∈ Σ, we define a set X(n, O, ℓ) ⊂ X = g×P to be the G-saturation of the subset (z
In other words, we put , ℓ) is a G-stable smooth locally-closed subvariety of X. Observe also that each set X(n, O, ℓ) is stable under the C × -action on X = g×P by dilations along the g-factor. 
Proof. For (i) , we have to show that if an element in (z
To this end, suppose we have g ∈ G, z ∈ z
By uniqueness of Jordan decomposition, we must have gzg −1 ∈ z
• n ′ and gxg −1 ∈ O ′ . Thus, n ′ is a permutation of n, and g = wa, where w is a permutation matrix such that each block of n is mapped to a block of n ′ , and a ∈ GL n . Hence, the action of g must take (z
, it is clear by Jordan normal form that any element of X belongs to some X(n, O, ℓ). Now, there are only finitely many pairs (n, O). Also, the centralizer in GL(V ) of any z ∈ z • n is GL n . Fixing such a pair (n, O), we see by Lemma 2.1.4 that there are only finitely many distinct subsets X(n, O, ℓ).
Thus,
(n,O,ℓ)∈Σ T * X(n,O,ℓ) X is a (reducible) singular Lagrangian subvariety in T * X.
Relevant strata.
We remind the reader that the following properties of a linear map X : V → V are equivalent:
• The map X has a cyclic vector, i.e., there is a line ℓ ∈ P such that C[X]ℓ = V ;
• X is a regular element of g, i.e., such that dim g X = n; • In Jordan normal form for X, different Jordan blocks have pairwise distinct diagonal entries.
Fix a partition n = (n 1 , . . . , n r ). Let V = V 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ V r be a direct sum decomposition such that dim V k = n k , k = 1, . . . , r, and let g n = gl(V 1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ gl(V r ) be the corresponding Levi subalgebra. Let X ∈ g n , and write X = X ss + ( k X k ), where X ss is the semisimple component of X and X k ∈ gl(V k ) is a nilpotent element. Furher, given ℓ ∈ P, let i ∈ ℓ be a nonzero vector, and write i = i 1 + . . . + i r , i k ∈ V k , for the corresponding decomposition. Definition 4.3.1. A pair (X, ℓ) ∈ g × P is said to be relevant if, in the above notation, the following two conditions hold:
• For each k = 1, . . . , r, the element X k is a regular nilpotent in gl(V k ), in other words, Jordan normal form of X k consists of a single Jordan block of size n k × n k .
• For any k = 1, . . . , r, the vector i k is either a cyclic vector for X k , i.e., i k ∈ Im X k , or else i k = 0 (different alternatives for different values of k are allowed).
Let X relevant ⊂ X be the set of all relevant pairs (X, ℓ) ∈ g × P. It is clear that X relevant is a G-stable dense subset in X. Now, fix a triple (n, O, ℓ) ∈ Σ. We observe that the pairs (X, ℓ ′ ) in the corresponding stratum X(n, O, ℓ) are either all relevant or not, i.e., either X(n, O, ℓ) ⊂ X relevant , in which case we call the stratum X(n, O, ℓ) relevant, or else X(n, O, ℓ) ⊂ X X relevant .
4.4 The scheme Λ. Recall the subscheme M nil ⊂ T * (g × V ) defined by formula (1.1.3). We use the identification in (4.1.1) and define a subscheme in T * X as follows:
Note Proof. We first show that
Indeed, the preimage of 0 under the moment map is the union of the conormal bundles to the G-orbits in X. We claim that for each G-orbit S ⊂ X, the intersection of T *
n , x ∈ O, and say Y is a strictly upper triangular matrix such that Tr([g, z + x]Y ) = 0 for all g ∈ g. Then, Tr([g, x]Y ) = 0 for all g ∈ g n , and Tr(XY ) = 0 if X ∈ z n , so Y is orthogonal to the tangent space of z • n + O at z + x. This proves (4.4.3). By Theorem 1.1.4, we know that Λ is a closed Lagrangian scheme. This Lagrangian scheme is (set-theoretically) contained in the RHS of (4.4.3), which is also a Lagrangian scheme. Thus the irreducible components of the two schemes all have the same dimension equal to 1 2 dim T * X. It follows that each irreducible component of Λ must be at the same time an irreducible component of the scheme in the RHS of (4.4.3), hence has the form T * X(n,O,ℓ) X, for some triple (n, O, ℓ) such that T * X(n,O,ℓ) X ⊂ Λ. Thus, we have proved that
We see that completing the proof of the theorem amounts to showing that
To this end, fix a triple (n, O, ℓ) where n = (n 1 , . . . , n r ). We have the direct sum decomposition V = V 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ V r , where dim V k = n k , and the corresponding Levi subalgebra g n = gl(V 1 )⊕. . .⊕gl(V r ). Further, we have g n = z n ⊕[g n , g n ], where [g n , g n ] = sl(V 1 )⊕. . .⊕sl(V r ). Now, let (X, ℓ) ∈ X(n, O, ℓ). We will use the notation of §4.3, in particular, we write ℓ = C · i where i = i 1 + . . .+ i r ∈ V 1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ V r = V, and X = X ss + (⊕ r k=1 X k ) ∈ z
• n + O, where X k ∈ gl(V k ) is a nilpotent matrix for any k = 1, . . . , r.
To show (4.4.4), by G-equivariance, it suffices to analyze the situation at the points x ∈ z • n + O × {ℓ}. Let x := (X, ℓ) be such a point and let N x := T * X(n,O,ℓ) X x ⊂ g * × V * denote the fiber at x of the conormal bundle to X(n, O, ℓ). We identify g * with g via the trace form and observe that z ⊥ n , the annihilator of z n in g with respect to the trace form, equals sl(V 1 )⊕. . .⊕sl(V r ). Thus, we obtain: In view of the Claim, we may restrict our attention to the case where X is regular. This is equivalent to saying that, for each k = 1, . . . , r, Jordan normal form of X k consists of a single n k × n k -Jordan block. Further, formula (4.4.5) shows that one can verify condition (4.4.6) block by block. Thus, from now on, we assume that n is a partition with a single part, so V = V 1 and, moreover, X = X 1 is a single Jordan block of size n × n.
Recall that x = (X, ℓ) where ℓ = C·i, and let m ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} be the unique integer such that i ∈ Ker(X m ) Ker(X m−1 ), where we put Ker(X 0 ) := {0} and Ker(X −1 ) := ∅. Let (Y, j) ∈ N x . We write i = (i 1 , . . . , i n ) and j = (j 1 , . . . , j n ), as usual. for some (not necessarily nonzero) j m+1 , . . . , j n ∈ C. Now, writing out the equation [X, Y ] + ij = 0 for i, j as above and X an n × n Jordan block, we find that Y must be upper triangular and, moreover, that
We see that one can choose, arbitrarily, the first row of Y and then all other entries of Y are uniquely determined from the equations above. Solving these equations recursively yields
(4.4.9)
In particular, using (4.4.8), for r = s we find Finally, we observe that in the case m = 0 we have i = 0, while in the case m = n the vector i = (1, . . . , 1) is a cyclic vector for X. Thus, we have proved (4.4.4), and the Theorem follows.
As a consequence of the computation at the end of the proof above, we observe the following. Assume we are in the case m = 0, that is, let X be a single Jordan block of maximal size and i = 0. Then, the solutions to the equations [X, Y ] + ij = 0 and Tr Y = 0 are:
k , and j = (j 1 , . . . , j n ), ∀a 1 , . . . , a n , j 1 , . . . , j n ∈ C}.
We see that if the numbers a 1 and j n are both nonzero then, Y is a regular nilpotent and, moreover, j is a cyclic vector for the adjoint map Y ⊤ : V * → V * . This way, we deduce (ii) The P GL(V )-action on U is free.
4.5
Recall the nil-cone N ⊂ g and let G act diagonally on N × P.
Lemma 4.5.1. The set N × P is a finite union of G-diagonal orbits.
Proof. The nil-cone N is a finite union of G-orbits, hence we have a finite partition N × P = O× P, where O runs over the G-orbits in N . Now, each set O× P is clearly stable under the Gdiagonal action. Furthermore, G-diagonal orbits in O × P are in one-to-one correspondence with G X -orbits in P, where X is some element of O ⊂ g * = g. Thus, we are done by Lemma 2.1.4.
4.6 'Fourier dual' description of irreducible components. We recall the standard canonical isomorphism of symplectic manifolds:
Explicitly, using the identification g * = g and formula (4.1.2) one rewrites isomorphism (4.6.1) in down-to-earth terms: 6.2) where the matrix X is viewed as an element of g while the matrix Y is viewed as an element of g * .
We have vector bundle projections:
under the canonical isomorphism in (4.6.1). It is clear that Λ ∨ is a closed G-stable Lagrangian subscheme of T * (g * ×P). Furthermore, if we view N × P as a closed subset in g * × P (rather than in g × P) then, by definition of Λ, we have p
Lemma 4.6.3. The irreducible components of Λ ∨ are the sets T * S (g * × P), where S runs through the (finite) set of all G-diagonal orbits in N × P.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that Λ
∨ is stable under dilations along the fibers of the projection p ∨ : T * (g * × P) → g * × P, i.e., it is a Lagrangian cone-subvariety. But any irreducible closed Lagrangian cone-subvariety in T * (g * × P) must be of the form T * S (g * × P), where S is an irreducible smooth G-stable locally closed subvariety of g * × P, see e.g. [CG] , Lemma 1.3.27. Moreover, we see from Lemma 4.5.1 that S contains a unique open dense G-diagonal orbit. Replacing S by that orbit doesn't affect the closed set T * S (g * × P), and the lemma follows.
A category of holonomic D-modules
5.1 Twisted differential operators. For each c ∈ Z, let O P (c) be the corresponding standard invertible sheaf on P, and O X (c) its pull-back via the second projection X = g × P → P. Write D X (c) for the sheaf of algebraic twisted differential operators on X acting on the sections of O X (c).
Although the sheaf O X (c) exists for integral values of c only, the corresponding sheaf D X (c) is well-defined for any c ∈ C, cf. [BB2] . We write D(X, c) := Γ(X, D X (c)) for the algebra of global sections of the sheaf D X (c).
The sheaf D X (c) comes equipped with the standard increasing filtration by the order of differential operator. For the associated graded sheaf, one has a canonical graded algebra isomorphism gr D X (c) ∼ = pr qO T * X , where pr : T * X → X. Each element of the Lie algebra g gives rise to a vector field on g×V . This gives a morphism of the Lie algebra g into the Lie algebra of first order twisted differential operators on X. The latter morphism extends uniquely to a filtration preserving algebra homomorphism Ug −→ D(X, c). The associated graded homomorphism
is induced by the moment map µ : T * X → g * .
5.2
Let 1 denote the identity matrix viewed as a base element in the center of the Lie algebra g. It is clear that Ad(1)-action on g is trivial and the action of 1 on V generates the C × -action on V by dilations. It follows that the element (1 − c) is mapped to zero under the homomorphism Ug −→ D(X, c). Thus, this homomorphism descends to the algebra U c g := Ug/(1 − c), the quotient of Ug by the two-sided ideal generated by the central element 1 − c ∈ Ug.
Recall that a (possibly infinite dimensional) U c g-module L is said to be locally-finite if dim(U c g · u) < ∞, for any u ∈ L.
It follows from complete reducibility of finite dimensional sl(V )-modules and from the direct sum decomposition g = C · 1 ⊕ sl(V ), that any locally finite U c g-module splits into (possibly infinite) direct sum of finite dimensional simple sl(V )-modules. Furthermore, the group SL(V ) being simply-connected, any finite dimensional sl(V )-module can be exponentiated to a rational representation of the algebraic group SL(V ). We conclude that a locally finite U c g-module is the same thing as a (possibly infinite) direct sum of finite dimensional simple rational representations of the algebraic group SL(V ) (on which the central element 1 acts as c · Id).
5.3
Let Z be the algebra of Ad G-invariant constant coefficient differential operators on g. Thus, we have a natural algebra isomorphism Z ∼ = (Sym g) Ad G . Write Z + for the augmentation ideal in Z formed by differential operators without constant term. Now, any differential operator on g may be identified with a differential operator on g × P that acts trivially along the P-factor. This way, the algebra Z imbeds into the algebra D (X, c) G , of G-invariant twisted differential operators on X.
To summarize, we have constructed the following two algebra maps
Further, let eu ∈ D(X, c) denote a first order differential operator corresponding to the Euler vector field along the factor g in the direct product X = g × P. The differential operator eu is clearly G-invariant, i.e., eu commutes with τ (U c g). We write U for the subalgebra in D(X, c) generated by τ (U c g) and eu.
Motivated by [Gi1] and [Lu1] , [Lu2] , [Lu3] , we are going to introduce a subcategory of the category D(X, c)-mod fg of finitely generated left D(X, c)-modules. • The action on L of the subalgebra ı(Z + ) is locally-nilpotent, i.e., for any u ∈ L there exists an
• The action on L of the subalgebra U , see (5.3.1), is locally-finite. Let C c be the full subcategory of D(X, c)-mod fg whose objects are admissible D(X, c)-modules.
Remark 5.3.3. There is a group analog of the notion of admissible D-module, where the space X = g × P is replaced by the space X G := G × P. The group G acts on itself by conjugation and this makes X G a G-variety with respect to diagonal action. This way, one gets an algebra map
Ad G be the algebra of bi-invariant differential operators on G and Z
its augmentation ideal. One constructs similarly an algebra imbedding
Thus, the two conditions of Definition 5.3.2 may be replaced by their Gcounterparts, with the maps ı, τ being replaced by ı G , τ G . This leads to the notion of admissible D(X G , c)-module (the extra condition of local finiteness of eu-action has no group analogue and may be dropped from definition). ♦
5.4
The projective space P is a partial flag manifold for G, hence, Beilinson-Bernstein theorem [BB1] holds for P. The space g being affine, from [BB1] Given a D X (c)-coherent sheaf L , we write Supp L for its support as an O X -module, and Ch L for its characteristic variety. Thus, Supp L is a closed subvariety in X and Ch L is a closed C × -stable subvariety of T * X such that p(Ch L ) = Supp L , where p : T * X → X is the projection. Using Proposition 5.4.1, we will often identify an object of the category C c with a D X (c)-coherent sheaf. Abusing the notation, we write Ch L for the characteristic variety, resp., Supp L for the support, of the D X (c)-coherent sheaf corresponding to an object L ∈ C c . Proposition 5.4.2. Let L be a finitely generated D(X, c)-module which is locally finite as a U -module. Then, we have L ∈ C c if and only if Ch L ⊂ Λ.
Furthermore, any object of C c is a regular holonomic (twisted) D-module which is smooth along the strata
Proof. We will exploit the theory of Fourier transform of D-modules, see [Br] .
Recall that the Fourier transform gives an exact functor (5.4.3) from the category of finitely generated (twisted) D-modules on the total space of the (trivial) vector bundle X = g × P → P to a similar category of finitely generated twisted D-modules on the total space of the dual vector bundle g * × P → P. We will generalize earlier notation slightly, and write eu for the Euler vector field along the fibers of any vector bundle, e.g., along the fibers of the vector bundle g × P → P or of g * × P → P. Recall that a (twisted) D-module on a vector bundle is said to be monodromic if it is locally finite as a eu-module.
It is known that the Fourier transform functor acts especially nicely on monodromic modules. In particular, it takes monodromic (twisted) D-modules into monodromic (twisted) D-modules. Furthermore, it is known (see [Br] ) that given a monodromic (twisted) D-module L, one has:
• Ch(L) = Ch(f L) under the canonical isomorphism in (4.6.1).
• L has regular singularities ⇐⇒ f L has regular singularities.
From now on, we fix an U -locally finite, finitely generated D(X, c)-module L such that Ch(L) ⊂ Λ, and let (Sym g) Ad G + be the set of G-invariant polynomials on g * ∼ = g without constant term.
It is immediate from the equation Ch(L) = Ch(f L) and definition of Λ that we have Supp(f L) ⊂ N × P. Any element of (Sym g) Ad G + vanishes on N . Hence, the action of (Sym g) Ad G + on f L is locally nilpotent. It follows that the action of the subalgebra ı(Z + ) on L is also locally nilpotent. This proves the implication Ch L ⊂ Λ =⇒ L ∈ C c .
Next, we have Claim 5.4.4. Any Ug-locally finite, finitely generated D(X, c)-module L such that Supp L ⊂ N × P is automatically a holonomic module with regular singularities.
Proof of Claim. As we have explained in §5.2, any Ug-locally finite D(X, c)-module is automatically SL(V )-equivariant. It is clear that any G-diagonal orbit S ⊂ N × P is also a single SL(V )-orbit. It follows that the algebraic variety N × P is partitioned into finitely many SL(V )-orbits, by Lemma 4.5.1. But it is a well-known result that if H is a linear algebraic group and X is an arbitrary H-variety with finitely many H-orbits then, any H-equivariant D-module on X is a holonomic module with regular singularities. This proves that, for any U -locally finite, finitely generated D(X, c)-module L such that Ch(L) ⊂ Λ, the D-module f L has regular singularities. Therefore, by the properties of Fourier transform mentioned above, L also has regular singularities. This proves Claim 5.4.4.
To complete the proof of the Proposition, we must show that L ∈ C c =⇒ Ch L ⊂ Λ. This is entirely analogous to the proof of implication (i) =⇒ (ii) in [Gi1] , Theorem 1.4.2. We leave details to the reader. 
One can then formulate and prove a group version of Proposition 5.4.2 for D(X G , c)-modules, cf. Remark 5.3.3.
6 Cherednik algebra and Hamiltonian reduction.
6.1 Reminder. Let W = S n be the Symmetric group and h = C n the tautological permutation representation of W . We write y 1 , . . ., y n for the standard basis of h, and x 1 , . . ., x n ∈ h * for the corresponding dual coordinate functions. Let s ij ∈ S n denote the transposition i ↔ j.
Let c ∈ C. The rational Cherednik algebra of type A n−1 , as defined in [EG] , is an associative C-algebra H c with generators x 1 , . . ., x n , y 1 , . . ., y n and the group S n , and the following defining relations:
We write e := 1 n! σ∈Sn σ ∈ C[S n ] ⊂ H c for the symmetrizer idempotent. The subalgebra eH c e ⊂ H c is called the spherical subalgebra of H c . The assignment a → a · e = e · a gives algebra imbeddings (Sym h) The Cherednik algebra has an increasing filtration such that all elements of S n as well as the generators x 1 , . . ., x n ∈ H c have filtration degree zero, and the generators y 1 , . . ., y n ∈ H c have filtration degree 1. We equip eH c e with the induced filtration. Then, the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem for Cherednik algebras, see [EG] , yields a graded algebra isomorphism
(6.1.1)
6.2 Spherical subalgebra via Hamiltonian reduction. We fix c ∈ C and use freely the notation of §5.1.
Tr g) is a Lie algebra homomorphism. The kernel of this homomorphism equals C · 1, the center of g. Therefore, the image of the homomorphism, to be denoted g c , is a Lie subalgebra in D(X, c) isomorphic to the Lie algebra sl(V ).
We form a left ideal D(X, c) · g c ⊂ D(X, c). This ideal is stable under the 'adjoint' g-action on D(X, c) defined by the formula ad g :
The algebra structure on D(X, c) induces, as has been explained in [BFG, §3.4 ], a natural associative algebra structure on the following space of ad g-invariants:
We observe also that the standard filtration on D(X, c) gives rise to an increasing filtration on the algebra above.
Remark 6.2.2. The algebra defined in (6.2.1) may be viewed as a quantum Hamiltonian reduction of the associative algebra D(X, c). ♦
The result below, which is one of the main results of the paper, is a strengthening of [EG, Section 7] , esp. Corollary 7.4, (cf. also [BFG] , Theorem 7.2.4(i)).
Theorem 6.2.3. For any c ∈ C, there is a filtered algebra isomorphism The theorem will be proved in Sect. 6.5, after some preliminary material gathered in the next two sections.
6.3
We consider the moment map µ X : T * X → g * and its scheme-theoretic zero fiber:
(as has been explained in §4.4, this is indeed a subscheme in T * X since the equation [X, Y ]+ij = 0 implies j, i = 0). It is clear that µ 
where the Lie algebra g is identified with the vector space of linear functions on g * . c) ) · g c . Thus, we obtain the following diagram of graded algebra morphisms
(6.4.1) Now, the group G acts on D(X, c) by filtration preserving algebra automorphisms. Furthermore, the action of G being locally finite and completely reducuble, we deduce that taking G-invariants commutes with taking gr(−), the associated graded space. Thus, restricting the maps in (6.4.1) to G-invariants we obtain the following graded algebra morphisms
6.5 Proof of Theorem 6.2.3. Our argument follows the strategy of [BFG, §5] (that, in its turn, is based on an argument from [EG] ), and we will freely use the notation from [BFG] . Let  : h reg ֒→ h = C n be the imbedding of a Zariski open dense subset formed by n-tuples with pairwise distinct coordintates. The imbedding induces a restriction map ( × Id)
W , see e.g. [EG] . This is a filtration preserving injective algebra homomorphism. Furthermore, the composite
On the other hand, in [BFG, Proposition 5.3 .6], the authors have constructed a filtration preserving algebra homomorphism
This homomorphism is known to have the property that
, and Θ (Sym h) W = Ψ(Z). (6.5.1)
We claim that the image of Θ is contained in the image of Ψ, i.e., we have
To see this, recall that the two subalgebras C[h] W , (Sym h) W ⊂ eH c e generate eH c e as an algebra.
It follows that Θ(C[h]
W ) and Θ (Sym h) W generate Θ(eH c e) as an algebra. Thus, equations (6.5.1) yield the inclusion in (6.5.2).
From (6.5.2) we deduce an imbedding of the corresponding associated graded algebras:
W be the algebra isomorphism arising from the bijection κ : h * ∼ −→ h induced by the trace pairing on g. Thus, we obtain the following diagram:
Now, it is straightforward to verify that this diagram of graded algebra maps commutes. This forces both surjections in the diagram, as well as the injective map (6.5.3) in the bottom row of the diagram, all to be bijective. Therefore, we deduce the following isomorphisms:
where the equality indicated as φ holds inside the bigger algebra gr D(h reg ) W . As has been proved earlier, the algebra Θ(eH c e) is contained in Ψ (D(X, c)/D(X, c) · g c ) ad g . The equality φ may be obtained as the associated graded map corresponding to the imbedding
ad g . It follows that the imbedding itself is, in effect, an equality (that holds in the larger algebra D(h reg ) W ). Hence, we may invert the (injective) map Θ and define a graded algebra morphism Ψ as the following composite, very similar to the one used in [EG] :
It is immediate from (6.5.4) that the corresponding associated graded map gives a bijection gr Ψ : gr D(X, c)/D(X, c)·g c ad g ∼ −→ gr(eH c e). Thus, the map Ψ is itself a bijection. The theorem is proved.
Corollary 6.5.5. The projection proj in (6.4.2) is a bijection; in particular, one has a graded algebra isomorphism gr
6.6 The functor of Hamiltonian reduction. Fix c ∈ C and let (D(X, c), U )-mod fg denote the full subcategory in D(X, c)-mod fg whose objects are U -locally finite, finitely generated D(X, c)-modules. Observe that the action of the semisimple Lie algebra g c ∼ = sl(V ) on any object L ∈ (D(X, c), U )-mod fg is completely reducible. Hence, the natural map between the vector space L gc , of g c -invariants in L, and the vector space L gc , of g c -coinvariants in L, respectively, gives a bijection 
Proof. (i) is clear; it is a general property of the Hamiltonian reduction construction. Next, we observe that left g c -action on Q = D(X, c)/D(X, c)g c coincides with the ad g c -action on Q. Thus, we get
and part (iii) follows. Further, the adjoint action of g c on Q being clearly locally finite, we deduce that Q is locally finite as a left U c g-module. This proves (ii).
(ii) The functor ⊤ H is a left adjoint of H; moreover, the canonical adjunction morphism E −→ H( ⊤ H(E)) is an isomorphism for any E ∈ eH c e-mod fg .
Proof. Let E be a finitely generated left eH c e-module. Then Q⊗ eHce E is clearly finitely generated over D(X, c). Moreover, the left U c g-action on Q being locally finite by Lemma 6.7.1(i), it follows that Q ⊗ eHce E a locally finite left U c g-module, and (i) is proved. Next, by general 'abstract nonsense', for any E ∈ eH c e-mod fg , L ∈ (D(X, c), U )-mod fg , there is a canonical isomorphism:
The isomorphism shows that the functor ⊤ H is indeed a left adjoint of H. Further, we have g c Q\Q = eH c e, by Lemma 6.7.1(iii). Hence, we obtain Tor eHce 1 (g c Q\Q, −) = Tor eHce 1 (eH c e, −) = 0. Therefore, for any eH c e-module E, one has a short exact sequence 0 −→ g c Q ⊗ eHce E −→ Q ⊗ eHce E −→ (g c Q\Q) ⊗ eHce E −→ 0.
Thus, we compute
H(
⊤ H(E)) = (Q ⊗ eHce E) gc = g c (Q ⊗ eHce E)\(Q ⊗ eHce E) = (g c Q ⊗ eHce E)\(Q ⊗ eHce E) = = (g c Q\Q) ⊗ eHce E = eH c e ⊗ eHce E = E.
Part (ii) follows.
6.8 Harish-Chandra D-module and category O(eH c e). We set
It is clear that F is an admissible left D(X, c)-module; it may be called Harish-Chandra D(X, c)-module. This name is motivated by the works [HK] and [Gi2] , where the authors considered a similar D-module for Ad G-invariant eigen-distributions on an arbitrary semisimple Lie algebra. The analogy with loc. cit. will be studied further in [Gi3] .
Next, recall the two subalgebras (Sym h) W , C[h] W ⊂ eH c e, and write (Sym h) W + for the augmentation ideal in (Sym h) W spanned by all homogeneous elements of degree > 0.
Let O(eH c e) denote category O for the spherical subalgebra eH c e, see [BEG] . By definition, objects of O(eH c e) are (Sym h) W + -locally nilpotent, finitely generated eH c e-modules. The space P := eH c e/eH c e · (Sym h) W + has an obvious left eH c e-module structure and it is clear that P is an object of O(eH c e).
Write Ker H for the full subcategory of C c formed by the objects L such that H(L) = 0. This is clearly a Serre subcategory in C c and we write C c / Ker H for the corresponding quotient category. 
4). This immediately implies that H(L) is a (Sym h)
W + -locally nilpotent eH c e-module, for any Z + -locally nilpotent D(X, c)-module L. We deduce that the functor H takes category C c into O(eH c e).
The equivalence of categories stated in the proposition is known, by 'abstract nonsense', to be a formal consequence of the isomorphism of functors Id O(eHce)
The latter isomorphism is nothing but Proposition 6.7.2(ii).
To prove the last statement of the proposition, we observe that the standard averaging trick (applying Reynolds operators) yields (Q · Z + ) gc = Q gc · Z + . Hence, we compute H(F) = H(Q/Q·Z + ) = H(Q)/H(Q·Z + ) = Q gc /(Q·Z + ) gc = Q gc /Q gc ·Z + = eH c e/eH c e·(Sym h)
where we have used the exactness of the functor H, and Lemma 6.7.1(iii).
6.9 Relation to the Hilbert scheme. Let U ⊂ T * X be the set formed by the quadruples (X, Y, i, j) ∈ T * X such that V = C[X, Y ]i, that is, such that i is a cyclic vector for the pair (X, Y ). It is clear that U is a G-stable Zariski open subset in T * X. Furthermore, the group G acts freely on U and there is a universal geometric quotient morphism Υ : U G −→ Hilb n C 2 , where Hilb n C 2 denotes the Hilbert scheme of n points in the plane, see [Na] . An irreducible component Z of the Lagrangian scheme Λ is said to be regular if the set Z ∩ U is dense in Z. In such a case, Z ∩ U is a G-stable closed subset in U , hence, we have Z ∩ U = Υ −1 (Z Hilb ), where Z Hilb := Υ(Z), a closed Lagrangian subscheme in Hilb n C 2 . Now, refining the definition of characteristic variety slightly, one associates with any object L ∈ C c its characteristic cycle Ch(L) = m k ·Z k , a formal integral combination of the irreducible components of Ch L counted with multiplicities. Let Ch Hilb (L) := {Z k is regular} m k ·Z Hilb k be the formal integral combination of Lagrangian subschemes in Hilb n C 2 corresponding, as explained above, to the regular irreducible components Z k . Thus, Ch
Hilb (L) is a Lagrangian cycle in Hilb n C 2 . On the other hand, in the recent paper [GS] , Gordon and Stafford have attached to any object E ∈ O(eH c e) a Lagrangian cycle Ch GS (E) in Hilb n C 2 . The construction used in [GS] is totally different from the approach of the present paper. Nevertheless, it is likely (cf. also [Gi3] ) that one has: Ch Hilb ⊤ H(E) = Ch GS (E), ∀E ∈ O(eH c e).
7 Appendix: an application to [EG] 7.1 We fix c ∈ C and use other notations of previous sections. The natural GL(V )-action on P = P(V ) gives an algebra homomorphism Ug → D(P, c). The kernel of this homomorphism is known to be a primitive ideal I ⊂ Ug, moreover, it is exactly the primitive ideal considered in [EG] .
The group G = GL(V ) acts on g via the adjoint action. Differentiating this action gives rise to an associative algebra homomorphism ad : Ug → D(g). Let D(g) · ad I ⊂ D(g) denote the left ideal in D(g) generated by the image of I ⊂ Ug under this homomorphism. The space D(g)/D(g) · ad I ad g inherits from D(g) a natural filtered algebra structure.
One of the main results of [EG] is a construction, for any c ∈ C, of an algebra homomorphism Theorem 7.1.2. For any c ∈ C, the maps Φ c and gr(Φ c ) are both isomorphisms.
Proof. It has been explained in Remark (ii) at the end of [EG, §10] that both statements are immediate consequences of Theorem 1.2.1 (the latter hasn't been known at the time the paper [EG] was written).
Remark 7.1.3. Surjectivity of the maps Φ c and gr(Φ c ) has been already established in [EG] . The injectivity part was proved in [EG] for all values of c ∈ C except possibly an (unknown) finite set, see [EG] , Theorem 7.3.
